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Royal Blood are an English rock duo formed in Brighton in 2013. The band's sound is reminiscent of and
rooted in blues rock and hard rock.Royal Blood consists of only two members; vocalist and bass player Mike
Kerr, and drummer Ben Thatcher.
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The Arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus), also known as the white fox, polar fox, or snow fox, is a small fox native to
the Arctic regions of the Northern Hemisphere and common throughout the Arctic tundra biome. It is well
adapted to living in cold environments, and is best known for its thick, warm fur that is also used as
camouflage. On average, Arctic foxes only live 3â€“4 years in the wild.
Arctic fox - Wikipedia
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The Conservation of Arctic Flora & Fauna (CAFF) is the working group tasked with addressing the issue of
conservation in the Arctic, and communicating the findings to the governments and residents of the Arctic
nations .Conservation strategies implemented by CAFF have already shown success, improving the
conservation status of seabirds such as the guillemot ().
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A total lunar eclipse is sometimes called a Blood Moon, because of the reddish tinge the Full Moon takes on
when fully eclipsed. The term is also frequently used to describe four total lunar eclipses that occur in a row.
Blood Moon - Total Lunar Eclipse - Time and Date
2 POPs To learn about POPs (persistent organic pollutants) and related substances To learn why and how
POPs may affect children's health To identify gaps in knowledge and research needs
PERSISTENT ORGANIC POLLUTANTS ( POPs )
A total lunar eclipse takes place when the Earth comes between the Sun and the Full Moon and blocks the
Sun's direct rays from lighting up the Moon. It is sometimes called a Blood Moon as the eclipsed Moon may
look red.
Total Lunar Eclipse - Blood Moon - Time and Date
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Studies have found PFOS and PFOA in the blood samples of the general human population and wildlife,
indicating that exposure to the chemicals
Technical Fact Sheet â€“ Perfluorooctane Sulfonate (PFOS
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